
Xerox® IridesseTM Production Press

CMYK+ Design and File Preparation Guidelines

CREATE ULTIMATE BRILLIANCE 
WITH IRIDESCENT HUES



Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Breathe new l i fe  into  pr int  with 
a  rainbow of  metal l ic  hues .

Layer CMYK tints over Silver or Gold to create vibrant 
metallic spot colors, gradients, and more. 

Make metallic colors a standard 
component of your design palette.

By multiplying CMYK tints over an 
underlay of Silver or Gold, you can 
create custom metallic hues. But how 
do you choose your underlay color? 
Here are some considerations:

Use Silver as an underlay when 
you want a neutral metallic base. 
Silver also has a bit more sparkle  
than Gold, so it can create flashier 
metallic colors.

Use Gold as an underlay when  
you are looking to create metallic 
hues with a warmer glow. Gold  
lends itself to enhancing colors such 
as reds, pinks, oranges, and browns. 

Create “wow” 
Designs
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Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Create  a  metal l ic  hue.

In this example, 
we’ll show you how 
to blend CMYK with 
Silver to create an 
iridescent hue.

Understanding how to create metallic hues is the first step in creating ultimate brilliance.

This example uses:

CMYK

Silver underlay



Metallic colors are created for printing on an IridesseTM Production Press by combining 
a Silver or Gold underlay with CMYK tint overlays. 

CMYK TINT OVERLAYS  
add color while still letting the 
reflective metallic ink shine through 
versus heavy, darker CMYK tones 

METALLIC UNDERLAYS  
of Silver or Gold create the 
base sparkle for metallic hues

The press will not reproduce metallic PANTONE® colors directly. Metallic 
colors need to be specified using the guidance on the following pages.  
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Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Create  a  metal l ic  hue.

1  Draw your Silver underlay object.

REMEMBER: 
Underlays do not have to be 
100%! In fact, reducing the 
percentage of metallic ink  
to 60% can create softer, 
smoother hues.  

2  Duplicate the object onto your 
CMYK layer and fill it with your 
chosen color. 

REMEMBER: 
Lighter CMYK tints tend  
to create more vibrant  
metallic hues since they  
don’t cover the underlay’s 
shine as much.

3  Multiply your CMYK object so 
it blends with the Silver underlay 
on press.

REMEMBER: 
Multiplying layers will result 
in a “muddy” appearance on 
screen. A press proof on your 
chosen stock will show you  
the real effect.



Add a  Clear  ef fec t  over  a  metal l ic  hue.

In this example, we’ll 
show you how to add 
a Clear spot effect 
over the iridescent 
hue we just created.

Remember, IridesseTM gives you the option of using more than one specialty effect in a job! 
This means your designs can include both metallic hues and other spot effects.

This example uses:

Clear overlay

CMYK

Silver underlay

Create “wow” 
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Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Add a  Clear  ef fec t  over  a  metal l ic  hue.

A CLEAR OVERLAY  
creates a dulling effect 
over the metallic hue

CMYK TINT OVERLAYS  
add color while still letting 
the reflective metallic ink 
shine through versus heavy, 
darker CMYK tones 

METALLIC UNDERLAYS  
of Silver or Gold create the 
base sparkle for metallic hues

Running Clear over metallic hues creates a dulling effect, just like when Clear is used over 
straight Silver and Gold.



1  Add a Clear overlay to 
your file.

2  Create your Clear objects 
in the Clear layer. 

Fill them with your Clear 
spot color. 

3  Multiply your Clear objects 
so they overlay your metallic 
hue correctly.

REMEMBER: 
Multiplying layers will result 
in a “muddy” appearance on 
screen. A press proof on your 
chosen stock will show you  
the real effect.
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Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Bring it  a l l  together.

In this example, 
we’ll show you how 
to create a more 
complex set of 
specialty effects.

You can create even more visual interest by mixing areas of CMYK with spot specialty effects 
and iridescent metallic hues. 

This example uses:

Clear overlay

CMYK

Silver underlay



A CLEAR SPOT OVERLAY 
adds even more visual 
interest and depth

A SILVER UNDERLAY  
provides the base for 
iridescent metallic colors

CMYK TINTS  
blend with Silver to create 
iridescent metallic spot 
colors and gradients

Using varied effects within a job can amplify their impact more than when you use them 
uniformly across a sheet. 

Create “wow” 
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1  Start with your CMYK objects. 2  Create your Silver underlay and 
Clear overlay layers.

3  Decide where you want to 
see Silver as a spot color  
and where it will be needed 
to create iridescent hues.

Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent HUES

Bring it  a l l  together.

Iridescent 
underlay

Silver 
spot



4  Go back to your CMYK layer. 
Select the CMYK objects that 
will create your metallic hues 
and Multiply.

5  Decide where you want to see 
Clear as a spot specialty effect.

As with previous examples, be sure 
to Multiply all Clear objects.

6  Show all layers to ensure 
everything is registering properly.

You will need to ensure your print provider has both the specialty OVERLAY and 
UNDERLAY stations in their IridesseTM Production Press to produce these effects.
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Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent hues

Specify  popular  metal l ic  spot  colors .

Looking to add bronze or a metallic blue to your designs? These color mixes 
will help you create specific spot metallic hues.

These metallic hues use SILVER as an underlay:

Cyan: 35%
Magenta: 43%
Yellow: 52%
Black: 15%
Silver: 50%

Cyan: 29%
Magenta: 54%
Yellow: 64%
Black: 15%
Silver: 50%

Cyan: 26%
Magenta: 63%
Yellow: 44%
Black: 16%
Silver: 50%

Cyan: 60%
Magenta: 26%
Yellow: 24%
Black: 22%
Silver: 50%

Cyan: 55%
Magenta: 22%
Yellow: 39%
Black: 15%
Silver: 50%

SILVER 
UNDERLAY

Cyan: 34%
Magenta: 50%
Yellow: 22%
Black: 20%
Silver: 40%

Why can’t I just specify metallic colors from my PANTONE® swatch book? Great question! 
PANTONE® uses a proprietary method to achieve their metallic colors with offset inks. Since the 
gamut of offset and digital printing varies, PANTONE® metallics won’t translate exactly to the 
IridesseTM Production Press. Your print service provider should have more swatches available to 
reference if you need metallic spot colors beyond what’s shown here.



These metallic hues use GOLD as an underlay:

Create “wow” 
Designs

When you hand your job 
off for production, be sure 
to tell your print provider 
to run it with the Specialty 
Dry Inks you’ve selected. 

They will need a Specialty 
Dry Ink UNDERLAY 
station in their IridesseTM 
Production Press to create 
metallic hues.

Remember to ask for 
a press proof on your 
specified stock. This will 
help ensure the printed 
result matches your 
design intent. 

Good communication 
with your print provider 
is key!

Cyan:   0%
Magenta: 40%
Yellow: 15%
Black: 28%
Gold: 75%

Cyan:  37%
Magenta: 58%
Yellow: 70%
Black: 20%
Gold: 75%

Cyan:  40%
Magenta: 40%
Yellow: 50%
Black: 18%
Gold: 75%

Cyan:   9%
Magenta: 29%
Yellow: 23%
Black:    0%
Gold: 75%

GOLD 
UNDERLAY



Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent hues

Simplify  the  process .

You may also choose to use software tools that your print provider has available for adding 
specialty colors and effects, rather than custom-creating them yourself.  

The Color-Logic® Process Metallic 
Color SystemTM is a software tool  
your print provider may have that 
helps add specialty metallic effects 
such as:

• Dimension

• Patterns

• Gradients

• Watermarks

• Image effects

Color-Logic® combines Silver Metallic 
Dry Ink with CMYK to create a dazzling 
variety of specialty stamp effects.  
It consists of plug-ins and palettes  
that are loaded into Adobe® Creative 
Suite programs. 

If your print provider has a Color-Logic® 
license, they can extend it to you so  
you have access to the full set of  
time-saving plug-ins and palettes.



Use Color-Logic® to add specialty metallic effects:

Create “wow” 
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2

1  Open the Color-Logic® Graphic 
Style Library.

a.  Navigate to Window >
Graphic Style Libraries.

b.  Select Color-Logic®– Metallic
Silver Graphic Style.

2  From the fly-out menu on the 
Graphic Style palette, set your 
preferences to: Large List View 
and Persistent.

REMEMBER: 
Every Graphic Style has a 
corresponding Dimensional-FX™ 
and Watermark-FX™ style for 
additional special effects. 

Video tutorials are available 
to clients showing advanced 
use of the Color-Logic® 
graphic styles palette:  
www.color-logic.com.

Any CMYK element may 
be converted to metallic 
using Color-Logic®.



Use the Graphic Styles in Adobe® Illustrator®:

Create ultimate brilliance with iridescent hues

Simplify  the  process .
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a. Fill the background graphic element
by selecting the Graphic Style you
wish to use from the Color-Logic® –
Metallic Silver Graphic Style list
or Swatch palette.

b. Create the foreground or upper
element and fill it with the
complementary Dimensional-FX™
Graphic Style.

3  Draw or select the graphic element 
that will have the metallic Graphic 
Style applied. 

a.  Fill your graphic element by
selecting the Graphic Style
you wish to use from the
Color-Logic® – Metallic Silver
Graphic Style list.

4  A Dimensional-FX™ effect is 
where a complementary CMYK 
element is placed within or on top 
of a metallic effect area. When 
printed, the relationship between 
the two areas will change (i.e., 
become darker and lighter) as the 
viewing angle is changed.



Visualize your Color-Logic® designs on-screen using the Color-Logic® FX-ViewerTM:

Create “wow” 
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The Color-Logic® FX-Viewer™ is an 
easy-to-learn software package that 
provides a unique way of connecting 
agencies, end customers, and printers 
so everyone can preview the dramatic 
visual impact Color-Logic® will have 
on their designs — all before going 
to print. It provides a cost-effective 
way to preview and proof, significantly 
streamlining the approvals process.

5  Save your artwork as a PDF 
(FX-Viewer® accepts single 
pages only at this time).

Drag and drop your PDF on to 
the FX-Viewer® application icon.

From the VIEW menu, select 
VISUALIZE and then navigate 
to the Metallic Ink setting.

FX-Viewer™ is currently a stand-alone 
Mac-only application. A Cloud-based 
solution is in development. 

5

Send a screen capture of your 
visualized file to clients so they 
can see the WOW!



1

Follow these settings to create a PDF preset in InDesign®:

1

1  From the main menu, select: 
File > Adobe PDF Presets >  
High Quality, and click Save.

2  Select General: Compatibility > 
and choose Acrobat 7. 

3  On the lower-right side, check: 
Create Acrobat Layers. 

Optimize  your  PDFs .
Prepare files for print

2

3



4

4  Select Compression: Color Images > 
Do Not Downsample. 

Compression > JPEG,  
Image Quality > Maximum. 

Choose the same for Grayscale 
Images. For Monochrome Images > 
CCITT Group 4.

Within Acrobat, you can quality check your PDF layers before printing  
by viewing the file in the Print Production > Output Preview window.

Looking to enhance your design in print? 
The Xerox Premier Partners Global Network 
can help. 

Visit: www.XeroxDigitalHotSpot.com/find




